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Abstract

Methods, systems, apparatus, including computer programs encoded on computer storage medium, to facilitate identification of additional trigger-terms for a structured information card. In one aspect, the method includes actions of accessing data associated with a template for presenting structured information, wherein the accessed data references (i) a label term and (ii) a value. Other actions may include obtaining a candidate label term, identifying one or more entities that are associated with the label term, identifying one or more of the entities that are associated with the candidate label term, and for each particular entity of the one or more entities that are associated with the candidate label term, associating, with the candidate label term, (i) a label term that is associated with the particular entity, and (ii) the value associated with the label term.
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SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL OF STRUCTURED INFORMATION CARDS

BACKGROUND

Search queries can be used to identify resources (e.g., web pages, images, text documents, electronic mail documents, multimedia content, etc.) that are relevant to a user's needs and to present information about the resources in a manner that is most useful to the user. A computer system may receive a search query, process the search query, identify results that are relevant to the search query, and return a set of search results in response to a user submitted query.

SUMMARY

In some implementations, a card trigger-term identification unit is provided that can identify additional trigger-terms for a structured information card. The card trigger-term identification unit allows the grammar of one or more structured information cards to be tuned, over time, by evaluating candidate terms for potential inclusion in the grammar of a structured information card. For example, the grammar for a “Movie” structured information card includes the terms “movie time,” “movie ticket confirmation,” and “ticket confirmation number.” The card trigger-term identification unit may analyze the terms associated with the grammar of the “Movie” structured information card and identify an additional trigger-term for the “Movie” structured information card such as the trigger-term “movie ticket.” Accordingly, subsequent queries that are received that include the terms such as “movie time”, “movie ticket,” or both will trigger the display of a “Movie” structured information card in response to such queries.

According to one implementation, the subject matter of this specification may be embodied in a method to facilitate identification of additional trigger-terms for a structured information card. The method may include the actions of accessing data associated with a template for presenting structured information in response to a search query, wherein the accessed data references (i) one or more label terms that, when included in the search query, triggers the structured information to be presented according to the template, and (ii) for each of the one or more label terms, a value, obtaining a candidate label term that is not already associated with the template for presenting the structured information. For each of the one or more label terms, identifying one or more entities that are associated with the label term, identifying one or more of the entities that are associated with the candidate label term. For each of the one or more entities that are associated with the candidate label term, associating, with the candidate label term, (i) one or more of the label terms that are associated with the entity, and (ii) for each of the one or more of the label terms that are associated with the entity, the value associated with the label term, and upon subsequent receipt of a search query that includes the candidate label term, using the one or more values associated with the candidate label term to determine whether to trigger the structured information to be presented according to the template.

Other versions include corresponding systems, apparatus, and computer programs to perform the actions of methods, encoded on computer storage devices. These and other versions may optionally include one or more of the following features. For instance, in some implementations, the one or more label terms correspond to one or more parameters of a search query.

In some implementations, the value is indicative of the number of times the search query has been used to trigger presentation of the structured information.

In some implementations, obtaining a candidate label term that is not already associated with the template for presenting the structured information may include identifying one or more query terms from a query log.

In some implementations, using the one or more values associated with the candidate label term to determine whether to trigger the structured information to be presented according to the template may include aggregating the one or more values that are associated with the candidate label term, determining whether the aggregated value satisfies a predetermined threshold, and in response to determining that the aggregated value satisfies the predetermined threshold, determining that the search query including the candidate label term will trigger the presentation of the structured information.

In some implementations, using the one or more values associated with the candidate label term to determine whether to trigger the structured information to be presented according to the template may include aggregating the one or more values that are associated with the candidate label term, determining whether the aggregated value satisfies a predetermined threshold, and in response to determining that the aggregated value exceeds the predetermined threshold, determining that the search query including the candidate label term will not trigger the presentation of the structured information.

In some implementations, the method may further include adjusting the one or more values associated with candidate labels based on the candidate label's similarity to the one or more label terms. These and other versions each may optionally include one or more of the following features.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a contextual diagram of an example of a system for identifying an additional trigger-terms for a structured information card.

FIG. 2A is a contextual diagram of an example of aspects of a card trigger-term identification unit.

FIG. 2B is a contextual diagram of an example of additional aspects of a card trigger-term identification unit.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an example of a process for identifying an additional trigger-term for a structured information card.

FIG. 4 is a contextual diagram of an example of a card trigger-term identification unit.

The details of these, and other, implementations are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features and advantages will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a contextual diagram of an example of a system 100 for identifying additional trigger-terms for a structured information card 170. The system 100 includes a user device 110, a server 120, and a network 130.

In the example of FIG. 1, at stage A, assume the user of user device 110 is standing at an airport ticket counter in advance of the user’s flight #437 to Denver, Colo. To check the user’s bags, and obtain a boarding pass, the user needs
to provide the flight confirmation number for the user’s upcoming flight. In response to a request for the user’s flight confirmation number from an airline employee, the user of device 110 may seek to obtain a confirmation email from the airline that included the user’s flight confirmation number. To obtain the confirmation email, the user inputs the search query 112A that includes the term “Flight Ticket” into a search box 113A of user interface 111A.

After receiving the search query 112A, the user device 110 may transmit 132 the search query 112A to a server 120 via a network 130 that includes one or more of a LAN, a WAN, a cellular network, the Internet, or the like. The server 120 may process the search query 112A, identify one or more search results that are responsive to the search query 112A term “Flight Ticket,” and then return 134 the search results to the user device 110. The search results may be received by the user device 110, and provided for display using the interface 111A of the user device 110. In this example, the search results may include references to email documents as such references 114A, 115A, 116A, 117A, 118A, 119A. The references may include a link that, when selected, provides the email document associated with the link for display on the user device 110. Each respective reference may include text such as the name of the email sender, the subject line of the email, the time the email was received, and the date the email was received.

The search results identified based on the search query term “Flight Ticket” may include emails from a variety of different senders. For instance, the search results may include a reference 114A to an email from a movie theater “ABC Theatre” related to the user’s purchase of a movie ticket to see “Pilot’s First Flight.” The search results may also include a reference 115A to an email from a restaurant reservation service “Closed Table” for a reservation at the “Wine Flight Bar.” The search results may also include a reference 117A to an email that includes an order confirmation from “DC Outfitters” for the purchase of a “Flight Jacket.” The search results may also include multiple references 116A, 118A, 119A, to emails that are associated with airline ticket purchase confirmations from an airline such as “NE Airlines,” “SE Airlines,” or the like. For example, one particular reference 116A references a confirmation email that the user received after the purchase of an airline ticket from “NE Airlines” for “Flight 437.”

However, given the set of search results provided in response to the search query 112A, it may be rather time consuming to obtain the user’s flight confirmation number. This is because the user must read the sender and subject line of each reference to each respective email that is responsive to the user’s search. For instance, it is not until the user reads the sender and subject line of references 114A, 115A, and 116A that the user even identifies the correct email that includes the flight confirmation number. Then, the user of the user device 110 must select the reference 116A to request the email document associated with the reference 116A. Finally, after the email document corresponding to the reference 116A is selected, the email document with the flight confirmation number for the user’s upcoming Flight #437 is returned. Though the user was able to obtain the user’s confirmation number, the process was inefficient. In addition, the process may not work smoothly for a number of reasons such as pressure on the user because of a long line of unruly passengers behind the user at the ticket counter, slow cellular data signals due to poor reception in the airport terminal, or the like.

The system 100 offers solutions to improve the user’s retrieval of information from the user’s email inbox. For instance, at stage A, the system 100 provides multiple structured information cards 142A, 144A, 146A that are stored in a structured information card storage unit 140A. Each structured information card includes a template 152A and a grammar 154A. The template 152A of the structured information card includes one or more predetermined fields that can be populated with information from an email document in response to a particular search query. For example, the structured information storage unit 140A may include a structured information card 142A for “Flight” information. The structured information card 142A for “Flight” information may include a “To” field, a “From” field, a “Departs” field, a “Conf. #” field, and a “Flight #” field.

The grammar 154A may include one or more trigger-terms that are associated with the card 142A. A trigger-term may include one or more terms that, when detected by the server 120 as being included in a search query, trigger the retrieval, population, and display of the structured information card associated with the trigger-term. For example, in response to the query that includes the term “flight reservation,” the “Flight” structured information card 142A may be obtained, populated with data from the most recent email that is associated with an upcoming flight, and provided for display via a user interface such as user interface 111A. However, the “Flight” structured information card 142A was not triggered in response to the search query 112A with search term “Flight Ticket” because the search term “Flight Ticket” is not included in the “Flight” structured information card’s 142A grammar 154A at stage A.

The server 120 can use the card trigger-term identification unit 160 to identify one or more additional terms that can be used to trigger the “Flight” structured information card 142A. The additional terms may be based on, for example, one or more queries received from a search box associated with a user interface displayed by a user device such as search box 112A of user interface 111A. In some implementations, the card trigger-term identification unit 160 can obtain a query term from a log of received query terms, determine if the query term is related to one or more other terms in a structured information card’s grammar, and in some instances, add the query term to the structured information card’s grammar. For instance, the card trigger-term identification unit 160 may determine that the term “Flight Ticket” should be added to the grammar 154A of the “Flight” structured information card. Adding the term “Flight Ticket” to the grammar of the “Flight” structured information card results in an updated structured information storage unit 140B at stage B.

At stage B, the user of the same user device 110 can access a user interface 111B at a later point in time. The user interface 111B may be the same user interface as user interface 111A. The user may input a search query 112B that includes the term “Flight Ticket” into the search box 113B. In a manner similar to that described with respect to stage A, the user device 110 may transmit 132 the search query 112B to a server 120 via a network 130 that includes one or more of a LAN, a WAN, a cellular network, the Internet, or the like. The server 120 may process the search query 112B, identify one or more search results that are responsive to the search query 112B “Flight Ticket,” and then return 134 the search results to the user device 110. The search results may be received by the user device 110, and provided for display using the interface 112B of the user device 110. In this example, the search results may include references to email documents such as references 114B, 115B, 116B, 117B, 118B, 119B. In this example, the search results returned to
user device 110, and displayed on user interface 111B are the same references to the same email documents as the references 114A, 115A, 116A, 117A, 118A, 119A provided for display via user interface 111A.

At stage B, however, the user interface 111B also includes a structured information card 170. A structured information card 170 may include, for example, a display that includes one or more fields that have been populated with data extracted from a resource responsive to the search query 112B. The structured information card 170 may be obtained, populated, and provided for display via user interface 111B because the grammar of the structured information card 142B stored in the structured information card storage unit 140B now includes the term “Flight Ticket.” The term “Flight Ticket” was added to the grammar of the “Flight” structured information card 142B based on the card trigger-term identification unit’s 160 analysis of the existing terms included within the grammar of one or more structured information card 142A, one or more identified relationships between existing terms included within the grammar of the structured information card 142A, and one or more identified relationships between the aforementioned grammar terms and one or more queries previously submitted via the search box 113A. The particular structured information card 170 obtained and displayed may be based on the query terms submitted through the search box 113B. For example, the server 120 may select a particular structured information card 170 for display via the user interface 111B based on a determination that the search query term such as “Flight Ticket” matches one or more grammar terms associated with the particular structured information card 170. The server 120 may populate the obtained structured information card with the contents of the highest ranked search result that includes information requested by the fields of the structured information card template 152B. In some implementations, the highest ranked search results may be the most recent email document that includes information requested by the fields of the structured information card template 152B.

The structured information card 170 provides the advantage of displaying relevant information related to the user’s upcoming flight without requiring the user to read the data associated with each reference 114B, 115B, 116B, 117B, 118B, 119B returned as a search results by the server 120. Moreover, the structured information card 170 displays the user’s flight destination (e.g., Denver, Co), the user’s flight origin (e.g., Washington, D.C.), the user’s flight departure time (e.g., 11:45 am EST), the user’s flight confirmation number (e.g., KPM453), and the user’s flight number (e.g., 437). Accordingly, the user does not need to open the email that includes information about the user’s upcoming flight because the necessary information associated with the user’s upcoming flight is included within the structured information card 170. Accordingly, the user of user device 110 that is standing at the ticket counter can quickly search the user’s email, obtain the user’s flight confirmation number from the structured information card, and provide the flight confirmation number to the airline representative in an efficient manner.

The example of a system 100 that uses a card trigger-term identification unit 160 to identify additional terms that can be added to the grammar of a structured information card is directed towards a “Flight” structured information card 142B. However, the present disclosure should not be so limited. Instead, the card trigger-term identification unit 160 can be used to identify additional grammar terms for any type of structured information card such as a “Movie Ticket” structured information card 144B, a “Dinner Reservation” structured information card 146B, or the like. Other examples of structured information cards may include, for example, hotel reservation structured information cards, vehicle rental structured information cards, device rental structured information cards, or the like. Moreover, any type of structured information cards may be used where the structured information card can be uniquely identified using a set of one or more grammar terms.

FIG. 2A is a contextual diagram of an example of aspects of a card trigger-term identification unit with reference to a card trigger-term identification unit 210A. The term “unit” is used broadly by this specification to refer to a software based system or subsystem that can perform one or more specific functions. Generally, a unit will be implemented as one or more software modules or components, installed on one or more computers in one or more locations. In other cases, however, multiple units can be installed on the same computer or computers.

A card trigger-term identification unit 210A is used to analyze existing terms associated with the grammar of one or more structured information cards. The terms associated with the grammar of one or more structure information cards include one or more terms that, when received in a search query, trigger the display of a particular structured information card.

In some implementations, analyzing existing terms associated with the grammar of one or more information cards may include generating a graph structure 212A. The graph structure 212A may include one or more query nodes 220A, 222A that are each associated with a particular grammar term that triggers the selection, population, and display of a particular structured information card. Each query node 220A, 222A may be associated with a respective label term. For example, the query node 220A is associated with the label term “Flight Reservation” and the query node 222A is associated with the label term “Ticket.” The label terms used to build the graph may be obtained from the structured information card storage unit, a query log, or the like.

Each of the query nodes 220A, 222A may be associated with a particular value. For example, the query node 220A is associated with the value 232A “800” and the query node 222A is associated with the value 234A “500.” The respective values 232A, 234A may include a particular weight that is associated with the label term of each respective query node. In some implementations, the value may include a count of a number of times that a particular label term was used to trigger the selection, population, and display of a particular structured information card. For example, the value 232A “800” may indicate that the label term “Flight Reservation” was used to trigger selection, population, and display of the “Flight” structured information card 124A 800 times. Though the value may be indicative of the number of times a particular label term was used to trigger selection, population, and display of a particular structured information card, the present disclosure need not be so limited. For instance, in some implementations, the values 232A, 234A may be scaled based on the importance of the label term.

The graph structure 212A may also include one or more entity nodes 250A, 252A, 254A. The entity nodes 250A, 252A, 254A may include an item of data that is indicative of a relationship between the respective label terms of one or more nodes 220A, 222A. In some implementations, the relationship may include a semantic relationship associated with the label terms. For example, each entity node 250A, 252A, 254A may each include one or more terms selected from a shared set of all the label terms associated with the
query nodes 220A, 222A. For instance, the set of shared words may include “Flight,” “Reservation,” and “Ticket,” which were derived from the set of query node label terms “Flight Reservation” and “Ticket.” Accordingly, in one implementation, each particular term from the set of shared terms may be assigned to a particular entity node. For example, the entity node 250A may be assigned the word “Flight,” the entity node 252A may be assigned the word “Reservation,” and the entity node 254A may be assigned the word “Ticket.” Though this example describes entity nodes that are generated based on a set of shared words, the present disclosure need not be so limited. For instance, the entity nodes may include other item(s) of data that are representative of another relationship between the label terms of nodes 220A, 222A. For instance, each respective entity node may be indicative of a particular email that is retrieved in response to the execution of a query that includes one or more label terms. Alternatively, or in addition, a respective entity node may be indicative of a particular web address, webpage, URL, or the like that is returned in response to a query that includes one or more label terms.

The card trigger-term identification unit 210A associates the values 232A, 234A that correspond to each query node 220A, 222A with each entity node 250A, 252A, 254A with which each respective query node 220A, 222A, is associated. A query node 220A, 222A is associated with an entity node 250A, 252A, 254A if the entity node 250A, 252A, 254A includes an item of data that was derived from the label terms associated with a particular query node 220A, 222A. For example, the query node 220A is associated with the entity node 250A that includes the term “Flight” because the term “Flight” was derived from the label term “Flight Reservation” that is associated with the query node 220A. Similarly, the query node 222A is also associated with the entity node 252A that includes the term “Reservation” because the term “Reservation” was derived from the label term “Flight Reservation” that is associated with the query node 220A. Similarly, the query node 222A is associated with the entity node 254A that includes the term “Ticket” because the term “Ticket” was derived from the label term “Ticket” that is associated with the query node 222A. The query node—entity node associations may be represented in the graph structure 212A by creating graph edges 260A, 262A, 264A that point from a particular query node to an associated entity node. For example, the association between the query node 220A and the entity node 250A may be represented in the graph structure 212A by creating a graph edge 260A from the query node 220A to the entity node 250A. Other graph edges such as graph edges 262A, 264A may be created in the same manner, as necessary.

Associating the values 232A, 234A with one or more entity nodes 250A, 252A, 254A may include propagating the values 232A, 234A to one or more entity nodes 250A, 252A, 254A based on the predetermined query node—entity node associations established by the generated query graph 212A. For instance, the value 232 “800” may be propagated from the query node 220A to the entity node 250A using the edge 260A. After propagation of the value 232 “800” from the query node 220A to the entity node 250A based on the relationship established by the graph edge 260A, the value “800” becomes associated with the entity node 250A as shown by element 270A. The values 232A, 234A may be propagated through the graph structure 212A in the same manner based on established graph structure edges 262A, 264A. Elements 270A, 272A, 274A are grayed out in FIG. 2A because the elements 270A, 272A, 274A were not associated with the respective entity nodes 270A, 272A, 274A until after propagation of the values 232A, 234A through the graph structure 212A based on the established edge 260A. In some implementations, the values 232A “800” and 243A “500” need not be actively propagated or assigned to the respective entity nodes 250A, 252A, 254A. For instance, in some implementations, generation of the graph edges 260A, 262A, 264A may be sufficient to associate the values 232A “800” and 242A “500” with their respective entity nodes.

In a similar manner, the label terms associated with each respective query node 220A, 222A may also be associated with the entity nodes 250A, 252A, 254A with which each respective query node is associated. For instance, the label term “Flight Reservation” may become associated with the related entity node 250A based on the graph edge between query node 220A and entity node 250A indicating that the query node 220A and the entity node 250A are related. The label term “Ticket” that is associated with the query node 222A may also be forward propagated through the graph structure 212A in a similar manner to the label term “Flight Reservation” described above.

The card trigger-term identification unit 210A may also access a query log that is associated with one or more applications such as an email application. The accessing of the query log may be performed to identify one or more candidate query terms which can be evaluated for use in expanding the trigger-terms associated with the grammar of a particular structured information card. By way of example, the card trigger-term identification unit 210A may obtain the candidate query term “Flight Ticket” 240A in order to evaluate the candidate query term “Flight Ticket” for potential inclusion in the grammar associated with a structured information card such as the “Flight” structured information card 142A. The query term “Flight Ticket” may have been stored in a query log after the user of a user device 110 submitted the query “Flight Ticket” to search one or more emails using an interface for an electronic mailbox such as interface 111A prior to the inclusion of the term “Flight Ticket” in the grammar of the “Flight” structured information card.

A query node 240A may be generated in the graph structure 212A based on the candidate query term “Flight Ticket.” The candidate query node 240A is shown in gray in FIG. 2A because the candidate query node 240A is not added to the graph structure 212A until after the candidate query term “Flight Ticket” is retrieved from a query log. The candidate query node 240A is associated with a candidate label term “Flight Ticket.”

FIG. 2B is a contextual diagram of an example of additional aspects of a card trigger-term identification unit with reference to a card trigger-term identification unit 210B. The card trigger-term identification unit 210B may continue to analyze the graph structure generated by the card trigger-term identification unit 210A in FIG. 2A. The card trigger-term identification unit 210B is the same card trigger-term identification unit 210A shown in FIG. 2A. The card trigger-term identification unit 210B is being described separately to show the additional operations performed at a subsequent stage of the card trigger-term identification unit’s analysis of terms associated with the grammar of one or more structured information cards that begins where the description of FIG. 2A terminates.

The card trigger-term identification unit 210B may analyze the graph structure 212A to detect relationships that may exist between each respective entity node 250A, 252A, 254A and each respective candidate query node 240A. For
example, the card trigger-term identification unit 210B may determine whether each respective entity node 250A, 252A, 254A is associated with a particular candidate query node 240A. In one implementation, an entity node may be associated with a particular candidate query node 240A if a term associated with an entity node is included in the label term of the candidate query node. For example, the entity node 250A is associated with the candidate query node 240A because the candidate label term “Flight Ticket” includes the word “Flight” that is associated with the entity node 250A. Similarly, for example, the entity node 254A is associated with the candidate query node 240A because the candidate label term “Flight Ticket” includes the term “Ticket” that is associated with the entity node 254A. Likewise, the entity node 252A is not associated with the candidate query node 240A because the candidate label term “Flight Ticket” does not include the term “Reservation” that is associated with the entity node 252A. However, other types of associations may exist between an entity node and a candidate query node. For example, where an entity node includes an email document, network address, URL, or the like, an entity node may be associated with a candidate query node if the candidate label term associated with the candidate query node would return the email document, network address, URL, or the like in response to a query that includes the candidate label term.

The card trigger-term identification unit 210B may modify the graph structure 212A to create the graph structure 212B. The card trigger-term identification unit 210B may modify the graph structure 212A by generating a graph edge that represents each relationship between an entity node and a candidate query node. The entity node — candidate query node relationships may be represented, for example, by a graph edge that points from a particular entity node to a particular candidate query node. For example, the card trigger-term identification unit 210B may create a graph edge 280B that points from the entity node 250A to the candidate query node 240A. The graph edge 280B may therefore represent the aforementioned relationship between the entity node 250A and the candidate query node 240A. Similarly, for example, the card trigger-term identification unit 210B may create a graph edge 282B that points from the entity node 254A to the candidate query node 240A. The card trigger-term identification unit 210B may generate other graph edges representing other relationships between entity nodes and candidate query terms, as necessary.

The card trigger-term identification unit 210B may associate entity node 250A, 252A, 254A values 270A, 272A, 274A with one or more candidate query nodes 240 using the generated graph edges that are based on relationships between the entity nodes and the candidate query nodes. Associating entity node values with the candidate query nodes may include, for example, propagating the entity node values to the candidate query node based on the established graph edges. By way of example, the entity node value 270A “800” becomes associated with the candidate query node 240A, as represented by the element 290B. Similarly, for example, the entity node value 274A “500” becomes associated with the candidate query node 240A, as represented by the element 292B. The elements 290B and 292B are grayed out because the elements 290B and 292B did not exist prior to the values “800” and “500” being associated with the candidate query node 240A based on the generated graph edges 280B, 282B. In some implementations, the values 270A “800” and 274A “500” need not be actively propagated or assigned to the candidate query node 240A. For instance, in some implementations, generation of the graph edges 280B, 282B may be sufficient to associate the values 270A and 274A with the candidate query node 240A.

In a similar manner, the label terms associated with each respective entity node 250A, 252A, 254A, as described with reference to FIG. 2A, may also be associated with one or more candidate query nodes 240A with which each respective entity node is associated. For instance, the label term “Flight Reservation” which was associated with the entity node 250A based on the graph edge 260A may become associated with the candidate query node 240A based on the graph edge 280B generated between entity node 250A and candidate query node 240A indicating that the entity node 250A and the candidate query node 240A are related. Other label terms such as the label term “Ticket” may also become associated with the candidate query node 240A based on other generated edges of the graph structure 212B.

After the values 290B “800” and 292B “500” are associated with the candidate query node 240A, the card trigger-term identification unit 210B may determine, based on values 290B “800” and 292B “500” whether the label term “Flight Ticket” associated with the candidate query node 240A should be added to the grammar of a structured information card such as the “Flight” structured information card. Determining whether the label term “Flight Ticket” should be associated with the grammar of a structured information card may include aggregating the values 290B “800” and 292B “500,” and evaluating the aggregated value against a predetermined threshold. If it is determined that the aggregated value such as “1300” (e.g., 800+500=1300) satisfies a predetermined threshold, the label term “Flight Ticket” may be added to the grammar of the structured information card such as the “Flight” structured information card. If, however, the aggregated value such as “1300” does not satisfy a predetermined threshold, the label term “Flight Ticket” is not added to the grammar of the structured information card.

In some implementations, the generated graph structure 212B may be used to trigger the generation of a structured information card without updating the grammar of a structured information card. For instance, a query that includes a query term such as “Flight Ticket” that is not originally associated with the grammar 154A of a structured information card may be received by a server 120 prior to updating the “Flight” structured information card’s grammar 154A. Then, the process described with respect to FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B may be performed in order to associate the values 290B “800” and 292B “500” with a candidate query node associated with the candidate label term “Flight Ticket.” Next, the values 290B “800” and 292B “500” may be aggregated to obtain an aggregated value of “1300.” Finally, as described above, it may be determined whether the aggregated value of “1300” satisfies a predetermined threshold. If the aggregated value satisfies the predetermined threshold, the received query that includes the term “Flight Ticket” may be re-written so that the query including the term “Flight Ticket” which is not found in the grammar 154A of the “Flight” structured information card triggers the selection, population, and display of the “Flight” structured information card 142A without updating the “Flight” structured information card’s grammar 154A. Re-writing the query may include, for example, adding one or more of the label terms to the query that became associated with the candidate label term “Flight Ticket” via the construction of the graph structure 212B. For example, rewriting the query may include adding the label term “Flight Reservation” to the query. Then, executing the rewritten query, which now includes a term found in the grammar 154A of the “Flight”
structured information card (e.g., “Flight Reservation”), will result in the “Flight” structured information card being selected, populated, and provided for display. If the aggregated value calculated based on the values 290; “800” and 2923 “500” does not satisfy the predetermined threshold, then the received query with the term “Flight” will not be re-written, and will not trigger selection, population, and display of the “Flight” structured information card.

Though the examples provided above describe scenarios where the grammar would be updated or a received query may be re-written, the present disclosure need not be so limited. For example, it is also contemplated that there may be scenarios that fall within the scope of the present disclosure where the grammar may be updated to include an additional trigger-word and the received query be rewritten during the processing of a received query.

The aforementioned aggregation of values 290; “800” and 2923 “500” have been described in the context of a simple addition operation. Other types of aggregation methods may be employed. For example, the values 290; “800” and 2923 “500” may be multiplied. Alternatively, some form of weight sum of the values 290; “800” and 2923 “500” may be calculated, and result used as the aggregated value.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an example of a process 300 for identifying an additional trigger-term for a structured information card. Generally, the process 300 may include accessing data associated with a template for presenting structured information 310, identifying a first set of one or more entities 320, associating one or more labels and one or more values with one or more entities in the first set of the identified entities 330, obtaining a candidate label term 340, identifying a subset of one or more entities from the first set of entities 350, associating one or more labels and one or more values with one or more candidate label terms 360, receiving a search query 370, and using values associated with each candidate label term to determine whether to trigger display of the structured information 380. The process 300 will be described below as being performed by a system such as system 100. The system may include one or more computers.

In more detail, the process 300 begins at stage 310 with a system accessing data associated with a template for presenting structured information. The accessing stage 310 may include, for example, a system accessing data that is maintained in a graph structure that includes one or more query nodes and one or more entity nodes. The accessed data may include data such as one or more label terms that are each associated with at least one query node. The one or more label terms may reference data, when included in a search query, triggers presentation of a structured information card that includes structured information. The structured information may be based on, for example, a template that is associated with the structured information card.

Each of the one or more label terms may be associated with a value. The value may include, for example, an access count that is indicative of the number of times the one or more label terms have been used to trigger display of a structured information card. In some implementations, the value may be scaled using a scaling factor that can increase the weight associated with the value or decrease the weight associated with the value based on the importance of the one or more label terms with which the value is associated.

The process 300 may continue at stage 320 by with the system identifying a first set of entities that are associated with the one or more label terms. The identified entities in the first set of entities may include one or more entities that each include an item of data that is related to the one or more label terms. For example, the set of one or more entities may include an item of data that has a semantic relationship to one or more of the label terms. For example, the combined set of terms represented by each of the identified entities may include a set of all of the one or more label terms. Though this example describes entity nodes that are generated based on a set of shared words, the present disclosure need not be so limited. For instance, a particular entity in the first set of entities may include other item(s) of data that are representative of other relationships with one or more label terms associated with query nodes. For instance, each respective entity may be indicative of a particular email that is retrieved in response to the execution of a query that includes the one or more label terms. Alternatively, or in addition, a respective entity may be indicative of a particular web address, website, URL, or the like that is returned in response to a query that includes the one or more label terms.

At stage 330, the system can associate one or more labels that are associated with one or more respective query nodes with one or more entities. Associating one or more labels with one or more entities may include assigning a query node’s label terms to each entity to which the query node is associated. For example, assume a query node is associated with the label “Flight Reservation.” In such an example, the label “Flight Reservation” may be assigned to the entity “Flight” and the label “Flight Reservation”” may also be assigned to the entity “Reservation.” Alternatively, or in addition, the system can also associate one or more values that are associated with a query node with one or more entities with which the query node is related. Associating one or more values that are associated with a query node with one or more entities may include propagating the values from the query node to each entity that the query node is related to. Propagation of one or more label terms, one or more values, or both from a query node to an entity may be referred to as forward propagation of label terms, forward propagation of values, or both. The propagation of label terms, values, or the like may not require physical copying of information such as a label term or a value from a first data structure to another data structure. Instead, propagation of information such as a label term or a value may be implied as a result of generating a graph edge between two or more nodes of a graph structure.

At stage 340, the system can obtain a candidate label term. The candidate label term may include one or more terms of a query that were received by an application. The candidate label term may be a term that the system evaluates for potential inclusion in the grammar of a structured information card. Alternatively, or in addition, the candidate label term may be a term that the system evaluates to determine whether a query should be rewritten to trigger a structured information card.

The system can analyze the relationships that exist between one or more entities and the obtained candidate label terms. The system performs this analysis to identify, at stage 350, a subset of one or more entities from the first set of entities that are related to the candidate label term. An entity may be related to the obtained candidate label term if a term associated with an entity is included in the candidate label term. However, other types of associations may exist between an entity node and a candidate label term. For example, where an entity includes an email document, network address, URL, or the like, an entity may be associated with a candidate label term if the candidate label term
would return the email document, network address, URL, or the like when a query that includes the candidate label term is executed.

At stage 360, the system may associate one or more labels and one or more values with each candidate label term. For example, any label terms associated with a particular entity at stage 330 may be associated with a candidate label term with which the entity is related. Thus, in some implementations, a label term that was propagated to a particular entity from a query node may be further propagated from the entity to a candidate label term with which the particular entity is related. One or more values associated with an entity may similarly be associated with one or more candidate label terms with which the entity is related. Accordingly, in some implementations, a value that was propagated to a particular entity from a query node may be further propagated to a candidate label term. Propagation of one or more labels and one or more values from an entity to a candidate label term may be referred to as backward propagation of labels, backward propagation of values, or both. The propagation of label terms, values, or the like need not require physical copying of information such as a label term or a value from a first data structure to another data structure. Instead, propagation of information such as a label term or a value may be implied as a result of generating a graph edge between two or more nodes of a graph structure.

In some implementations, the system may analyze each of the one or more values that are associated with a candidate label term to determine whether the candidate label term should be added to the grammar associated with a structured information card. Determining whether a label term should be associated with a structured information card may include aggregating the values associated with the candidate label term, and evaluating the aggregated value against a predetermined threshold. If it is determined that the aggregated value satisfies a predetermined threshold, the label term may be added to the grammar of the structured information card. If, however, the aggregated value does not satisfy a predetermined threshold, the label term is not added to the grammar of the structured information card.

In other implementations, the system may receive a search query that includes a candidate label term at stage 370. At stage 380, the system may process the received search query, and use values associated with each identified candidate label term to determine whether to trigger display of a structured information card. Using the values associated with each candidate label term may include, for example, aggregating the one or more values that are associated with the candidate label term, and evaluating the aggregated value against a predetermined threshold. If it is determined that the aggregated value associated with the candidate label term satisfies the predetermined threshold, the system may determine that the search query including the candidate label term will trigger the presentation of a related structured information card. Alternatively, if it is determined that the aggregated value does not satisfy the predetermined threshold, the system may determine that the search query including the candidate label term will not trigger the presentation of a related structured information card.

In more detail, the process at stage 380 may be performed after the receipt of a search query and include rewriting the received search query in an effort to trigger the generation of a structured information card without updating the grammar of a structured information card. For instance, a query may be received that includes a candidate query term that is not included in the grammar of a structured information card. Then, the process described with respect to FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B may be performed in order to associate one or more values with the candidate query term. Next, an aggregated value of the one or more values may be calculated. Finally, it may be determined whether the aggregated value satisfies a predetermined threshold. If the aggregated value satisfies the predetermined threshold, the received query that includes candidate query term not found in the grammar of a structured information card may be re-written to include a term that is found in the grammar of a structured information card that is related to the query. The term that is added to the query may be based on one or more label terms that were propagated to the candidate label term from one or more query nodes when implementing the process described in FIGS. 2A and 2B. The re-written query may be executed, and then trigger the selection, population, and display of a related structured information card that is associated with a grammar that includes the term added to the query during re-writing. If the aggregated value does not satisfy the predetermined threshold, then the received query with the term that is not included in the grammar of a structured information card will not be re-written, and will not trigger selection, population, and display of a structured information card.

FIG. 4 is a contextual diagram of an example of a card trigger-term identification unit. A card trigger-term identification unit may generate a graph structure 405. The graph structure 405 may include multiple query nodes such as query nodes 410, 411, 412, 413, 414. The query nodes 410, 411, 412, 413, 414 are each associated with a respective label term. For example, the query node 410 is associated with the label term “Flight Reservation,” the query node 411 is associated with the label term “Flight Ticket,” the query node 412 is associated with the label term “Las Vegas Flight Reservation,” the query node 413 is associated with the label term “Journey,” and the query node 414 is associated with the label term “Jacket.” The query nodes 410, 411, 412, 413, 414 may be related to one or more entity nodes such as entity nodes 440, 441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446, 447. One or more of the entity nodes may correspond to one or more terms from a set of multiple terms that are shared amongst the label terms of the query nodes 410, 411, 412, 413, 414. Other entity nodes may correspond to entities other than one or more shared terms. For example, the entity 440 may correspond to a website that is generated in response to the execution of query such as “Flight Reservation.”

The graph structure 405 may also include one or more candidate query nodes 420, 422. The candidate query nodes 420, 422 may be based on query terms that were obtained from a query log. For example, the candidate query node 420 may be based on the label term “Journey Ticket” that was obtained from a query log. Similarly, the candidate query node 422 may be based on a candidate label term “Flight Jacket” that was obtained from a query log.

The graph edges from query nodes to entity nodes and the graph edges from entity nodes to candidate query nodes may be generated using the process described with respect to FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 3. Similarly, the value 430 “675,” the value 432 “1125,” the value 434 “150,” the value 436 “680,” and the value 438 “150” may be forward propagated based on graph edges, and then be associated with one or more entity nodes as depicted with reference to entity values 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460 using the process described with respect to FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 3. Similarly, the entity values 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460 may be backward propagated from the entity nodes to one or more candidate query nodes using
generated graph edges such as 470, 472, 474, 476. Label terms associated with each respective query node may also be propagated through the graph structure from the respective query nodes to the candidate label terms using the generated graph edges.

The forward and backward propagation of label terms and values results in the generated graph structure 405. The candidate query node 420 may be associated with one or more values 470 “1125” and 481 “680.” In addition, the candidate query node 420 is also associated with the label terms from query node 411 and query node 413 via the one or more graph edges that run from the query nodes 411, 413 to the candidate query node 420 through one or more respective entity nodes. Accordingly, the candidate query node 420 is also associated with the label terms “Flight Ticket” and “Journey.” Other candidate query nodes such as candidate query node 422 may also be associated with one or more values and one or more label terms in the same manner as candidate query node 420.

The data in the graph structure 405 may be analyzed to determine whether one or more of the candidate query nodes 420, 422 are associated with a label term that, when included in a query, should trigger the selection, population, and display of a structured information card. With reference to FIG. 4, for example, the data in the graph structure may be analyzed to determine whether one or more of the candidate query nodes 420, 422 are associated with a candidate label term that, when received in a search query, can result in the selection, population, and display of a “Flight” structured information card.

The card trigger-term identification unit may aggregate the values 480 “1125” and 481 “680” associated with the candidate query term 420 to achieve an aggregated value of “1,805.” Similarly, the card trigger-term identification unit may aggregate the values 482 “675,” 483 “725,” 484 “150,” and 485 “150” associated with the candidate query term 422 to achieve an aggregated value of “1700.”

With further reference to the example of FIG. 4, a predetermined threshold may be established that can be used to determine whether or not the label terms associated with the candidate query nodes 420, 422 should be used to trigger the display of the “Flight” structured information card. For example, if the aggregated value satisfies the predetermined threshold, then the label term associated with the query node will be used to trigger display of the “Flight” structured information card. Alternatively, however, for example, if the aggregated value does not satisfy the predetermined threshold, then the label term associated with the query node will not be used to trigger display of the “Flight” structured information card.

By way of example, assume a predetermined threshold that is set to “1750.” The candidate query node 420 that is associated with the candidate label term “Journey Ticket” is associated with an aggregated value of “1805” which exceeds the predetermined threshold of “1750.” However, a query with the candidate label term “Flight Jacket,” on the other hand, is associated with an aggregated value of “1700” that falls below the predetermined threshold of “1750.” Accordingly, received queries that include the label term “Journey Ticket” will trigger the selection, population, and display of the “Flight” structured information card as the aggregated value associated with “Journey Ticket” satisfies the predetermined threshold. Similarly, received queries that include the term “Flight Jacket” will not trigger the selection, population, and display of the “Flight” structured information card as the aggregated value associated with “Flight Jacket” does not satisfy the predetermined threshold.

For situations in which the systems discussed here collect personal information about users, or may make use of personal information, the users may be provided with an opportunity to control whether programs or features collect personal information (e.g., information about a user’s social network, social actions or activities, emails, profession, a user’s preferences, or a user’s current location), or to control whether and/or how to receive content from the content server that may be more relevant to the user. In addition, certain data may be anonymized in one or more ways before it is stored or used, so that personally identifiable information is removed. For example, a user’s identity may be anonymized so that no personally identifiable information can be determined for the user, or a user’s geographic location may be generalized where location information is obtained (such as to a city, ZIP code, or state level), so that a particular location of a user cannot be determined. Thus, the user may have control over how information is collected about him or her and used by a content server.

The graph structures described in this specification can be represented by any of a variety of convenient physical data structures. For example, the graph can be represented by triples that each represent two entities in order and a relationship from the first to the second entity; for example, [alpha, beta, is the father of], or [alpha, is the father of, beta], are alternative ways of representing the same fact. Each entity and each relationship can be and generally will be included in multiple triples. By way of example to the subject matter described by this disclosure, a triple can be used to describe the relationship between a query node, an entity node, and a value that is associated with the edge between the query node and the entity node.

Alternatively, each entity can be stored as a node once, as a record or an object, for example, and linked through a linked list data structure to all the relationships the entity has and all the other entities to which the entity is related. More specifically, the graph can be stored as an adjacency list in which the adjacency information includes relationship information.

Embodiments of the subject matter, the functional operations and the processes described in this specification can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, in tangible embodied computer software or firmware, in computer hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification and their structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of them. Embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification can be implemented as one or more computer programs, i.e., one or more modules of computer program instructions encoded on a tangible nonvolatile program carrier for execution by, or to control the operation of, a data processing apparatus. Alternatively or in addition, the program instructions can be encoded on an artificially generated propagated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, optical, or electromagnetic signal that is generated to encode information for transmission to suitable receiver apparatus for execution by a data processing apparatus. The computer storage medium can be a machine-readable storage device, a machine-readable storage substrate, a random or serial access memory device, or a combination of one or more of them.

The term “data processing apparatus” encompasses all kinds of apparatus, devices, and machines for processing data, including by way of example a programmable processor, a computer, or multiple processors or computers. The apparatus can include special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application specific integrated circuit). The apparatus can also
include, in addition to hardware, code that creates an execution environment for the computer program in question, e.g., code that constitutes processor firmware, a protocol stack, a database management system, an operating system, or a combination of one or more of them.

A computer program (which may also be referred to or described as a program, software, an application, a module, a software module, a script, or code) can be written in any form of programming language, including compiled or interpreted languages, or declarative or procedural languages, and it can be deployed in any form, including as a standalone program or as a module, component, subroutine, or other unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A computer program may, but need not, correspond to a file in a file system. A program can be stored in a portion of a file that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a markup language document), in a single file dedicated to the program in question, or in multiple coordinated files (e.g., files that store one or more modules, subprograms, or portions of code). A computer program can be deployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple computers that are located at one site or distributed across multiple sites and interconnected by a communication network.

The processes and logic flows described in this specification can be performed by one or more programmable computers executing one or more computer programs to perform functions by operating on input data and generating output. The processes and logic flows can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be implemented as, special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application specific integrated circuit).

Computers suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by way of example, can be based on general or special purpose microprocessors or both, or any other kind of central processing unit. Generally, a central processing unit will receive instructions and data from a read-only memory or a random access memory or both. The essential elements of a computer are a central processing unit for performing or executing instructions and one or more memory devices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto optical disks, or optical disks. However, a computer need not have such devices. Moreover, a computer can be embodied in another device, e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a mobile audio or video player, a game console, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, or a portable storage device (e.g., a universal serial bus (USB) flash drive), to name just a few.

Computer readable media suitable for storing computer program instructions and data include all forms of nonvolatile memory, media and memory devices, including by way of example semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto optical disks; and CD-ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry.

To provide for interaction with a user, embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification can be implemented on a computer having a display device, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor, for displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or a trackball, by which the user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; and input from the user can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. In addition, a computer can interact with a user by sending documents to and receiving documents from a device that is used by the user; for example, by sending web pages to a web browser on a user’s client device in response to requests received from the web browser.

Embodiments of the subject matter described in this specification can be implemented in a computing system that includes a back end component, e.g., as a data server, or that includes a middleware component, e.g., an application server, or that includes a front end component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface or a Web browser through which a user can interact with an implementation of the subject matter described in this specification, or any combination of one or more such back end, middleware, or front end components. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a communication network. Examples of communication networks include a local area network ("LAN") and a wide area network ("WAN"), e.g., the Internet.

The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and server are generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other.

While this specification contains many specific implementation details, these should not be construed as limitations on the scope of what may be claimed, but rather as descriptions of features that may be specific to particular embodiments. Certain features that are described in this specification in the context of separate embodiments can also be implemented in combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features that are described in the context of a single embodiment can also be implemented in multiple embodiments separately or in any suitable subcombination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting in certain combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed combination may be directed to a subcombination or variation of a subcombination.

Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular order, this should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system components in the embodiments described above should not be understood as requiring such separation in all embodiments, and it should be understood that the described program components and systems can generally be integrated together in a single software product or packaged into multiple software products.

Particular embodiments of the subject matter have been described. Other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims. For example, the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a different order and still achieve desirable results. As one example, the processes depicted in the accompanying figures do not necessarily require the
particular order shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable results. In certain implementations, multitasking and parallel processing may be advantageous. Other steps may be provided, or steps may be eliminated, from the described processes. Accordingly, other implementations are within the scope of the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A computer-implemented method comprising:
   receiving, from a user of a client device, a search query, the search query including one or more terms;
   determining, based on the one or more terms of the search query, that a structured information card is responsive to the search query;
   in response to determining that the structured information card is responsive to the search query, identifying one or more fields associated with the structured information card;
   identifying a plurality of electronic communications sent to the user that are responsive to the search query and responsive to the one or more identified fields;
   ranking the plurality of electronic communications sent to the user based on one or more criteria;
   selecting, based on the ranking, a given electronic communication of the plurality of electronic communications;
   populating, based on the one or more identified fields, the structured information card with information from the given electronic communication sent to the user; and
   providing, for presentation to the user via a user interface of the client device, a search results page that includes:
   (i) an indication of one or more additional electronic communications of the plurality of electronic communications, and
   (ii) the structured information card, wherein the structured information card is presented adjacent to the one or more additional electronic communications.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more criteria utilized in ranking the plurality of electronic communications comprises at least a recency criteria.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein selecting the given electronic communication selected based on the recency criteria comprises selecting an electronic communication most recently sent to the user.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more criteria utilized in ranking the plurality of electronic communications comprises at least a temporal criteria.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein selecting the given electronic communication selected based on the temporal criteria comprises selecting an electronic communication sent to the user associated with a next upcoming event.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the user interface of the client device is an electronic mailbox interface, and wherein the search query is received via the electronic mailbox interface of the client device.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the user interface of the client device is a search interface, wherein the search query is received via the search interface of the client device, and wherein the search results page also include search results that are responsive to the search query and that are in addition to the structured information card.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the structured information card is displayed on the search interface at a location other than a location where the search results are displayed, and at a location other than a field where the search query is received.

9. A system comprising:
   at least one processor; and
   at least one memory storing instructions that, when executed, cause the at least one processor to:
   receive, from a user of a client device, a search query, the search query including one or more terms;
   determine, based on the one or more terms of the search query, that a structured information card is responsive to the search query;
   in response to determining that the structured information card is responsive to the search query, identify one or more fields associated with the structured information card;
   identify a plurality of electronic communications sent to the user that are responsive to the search query and responsive to the one or more identified fields;
   rank the plurality of electronic communications sent to the user based on one or more criteria;
   select, based on the ranking, a given electronic communication of the plurality of electronic communications;
   populate, based on the one or more identified fields, the structured information card with information from the given electronic communication sent to the user; and
   provide, for presentation to the user via a user interface of the client device, a search results page that includes:
   (i) an indication of one or more additional electronic communications of the plurality of electronic communications, and
   (ii) the structured information card, wherein the structured information card is presented adjacent to the one or more additional electronic communications.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more criteria utilized in ranking the plurality of electronic communications comprises at least a recency criteria.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein selecting the given electronic communication selected based on the recency criteria comprises selecting an electronic communication most recently sent to the user.

12. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more criteria utilized in ranking the plurality of electronic communications comprises at least a temporal criteria.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein selecting the given electronic communication selected based on the temporal criteria comprises selecting an electronic communication sent to the user associated with a next upcoming event.

14. The system of claim 9, wherein the user interface of the client device is an electronic mailbox interface, and wherein the search query is received via the electronic mailbox interface of the client device.

15. The system of claim 9, wherein the user interface of the client device is a search interface, wherein the search query is received via the search interface of the client device, and wherein the search results page also include search results that are responsive to the search query and that are in addition to the structured information card.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the structured information card is displayed on the search interface at a location other than a location where the search results are displayed, and at a location other than a field where the search query is received.
17. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium storing instructions that, when executed, cause at least one processor to perform operations, the operations comprising:

receiving, from a user of a client device, a search query;
the search query including one or more terms;
determining, based on the one or more terms of the search query, that a structured information card is responsive to the search query;
in response to determining that the structured information card is responsive to the search query, identifying one or more fields associated with the structured information card;
identifying a plurality of electronic communications sent to the user that are responsive to the search query and responsive to the one or more identified fields;
ranking the plurality of electronic communications sent to the user based on one or more criteria;
selecting, based on the ranking, a given electronic communication of the plurality of electronic communications;
populating, based on the one or more identified fields, the structured information card with information from the given electronic communication sent to the user; and
providing, for presentation to the user via a user interface of the client device, a search results page that includes:
(i) an indication of one or more additional electronic communications of the plurality of electronic communications, and
(ii) the structured information card, wherein the structured information card is presented adjacent to the one or more additional electronic communications.